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101 Two-Letter W ords
By Stephin Merritt

W. W. Norton & Company. Hardcover. Condition: New. Roz Chast (illustrator). 216 pages.
Dimensions: 7.0in. x 5.2in. x 0.6in.A one-of-a-kind celebration of the 101 two-letter words allowed in
Scrabble. Rolling Stone has called singer-songwriter Stephin Merritt of the Magnetic Fields the Cole
Porter of his generation; O, The Oprah Magazine has hailed cartoonist Roz Chast as the wryest pen
since Dorothy Parkers. Together they have crafted a wonderfully witty book that is sure to prove
useful to Scrabble players and Words With Friends addictsand to delight anyone in thrall to the
weirder corners of the English language. With the mordant wit and clever wordplay of Edward
Gorey or Shel Silverstein, Stephin Merritt has written an original four-line rhyming poem for each of
the 101 two-letter words included in The Official Scrabble Players Dictionary. Here are poems about
familiar words (such as at, go, hi, no, and up) as well as obscure ones (such as aa, ka, oe, qi, xu).
And every one of the 101 poems is accompanied by a full-color illustration by the incomparable
cartoonist Roz Chast. 101 Two-Letter Words is perfect for any language lover or Scrabble player (it
may even improve your score!). 101 color illustrations This...
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Reviews
These sorts of ebook is the greatest ebook readily available. Sure, it can be engage in, nonetheless an interesting and amazing literature. I realized this pdf
from my dad and i encouraged this pdf to learn.
-- Nicolette Hodkiewicz
The publication is simple in go through preferable to fully grasp. I am quite late in start reading this one, but better then never. It is extremely di icult to
leave it before concluding, once you begin to read the book.
-- Mr s. Josia ne Collins
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